When do I listen to them?
You can listen to this anytime of the day and night.
During the day it can be while you are at the gym, shopping, working, having your dinner or
watching your favorite TV shows, it doesn’t matter what you are doing.
You could also listen to them while you sleep, in fact that is the single best time to listen to them,
you can put these on a loop all through out the night, so your subconscious mind takes in the
messages while you sleep thus turning your sleep time into a personal development seminar that
you don’t have to do anything in.
It is such a fantastic use of your downtime, while you sleep you could be changing your life,
removing blocks and limiting beliefs that are holding you back, making huge changes in your life
and you don’t have to do anything during all this time except sleep.

Wealth Subliminal Pack

Or you could listen to them last thing at night before you go to sleep so it is the last thing your
mind thinks about before you fall asleep, but you will benefit from listening to them anytime so
whenever suits you best is the best time.
*It is probably best not to listen to these while you are driving or operating heavy machinery but
any other time is perfect.
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For the first and last 5 minutes of each Track, all you will hear is the Binaural Beats to relax you,
this will sound like static or a soft hum and then you will hear the subliminal messages come in at
the 5 minute mark.
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that I have spoken to, listened to, taken their courses etc has said is a MUST read (the last person
that said this was Tony Robbins while I was at his Unleash the Power Within seminar this book is
powerful stuff).
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🌟 I am an Extremely Lucky Person
🌟 All Good Things come to me NOW
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🌟 I am a Multi Millionaire
🌟 I Deserve IT
🌟 I am Rich
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🌟 I am a Money Magnet

You can listen to this anytime of the day and night.

🌟 I accept Success

day it can be while you are at the gym, shopping, working, having your dinner or
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🌟 Money Making Ideas come to me Everyday
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and you don’t have to do anything during all this time except sleep.

🌟 I am Successful

Or you could listen to them last thing at night before you go to sleep so it is the last thing your
mind thinks about before you fall asleep, but you will benefit from listening to them anytime so
whenever suits you best is the best time.
*It is probably best not to listen to these while you are driving or operating heavy machinery but
any other time is perfect.

